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0 of 0 review helpful Heart warming supernatural story By Lov2laf Enjoyable satisfying read This is a well written 
romance with a unique twist Despite having a supernatural element the story had more realism than most and I was 
particularly satisfied with the last 1 3 of the book Per Jae s trademark she makes her leads earn each other and it s a 
slow burn romance In this genre known for insta love I ap Dr Hope Finlay loves her job as an emergency room 
physician especially since it allows her only brief encounters with her patients She learned early in life not to get 
attached to anyone because it never lasts Laleh Samadi a waitress at her aunt rsquo s restaurant is the exact opposite 
She easily connects with people and loves her big boisterous Persian family despite their tendency to meddle in her 
life When Laleh needs to be rushed to the ER with heart tr 
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diseases and what you can do to try to prevent them 
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heart disease remains a leading killer in america but even if you have a family history heart disease and heart attacks 
are not inevitable  coronary artery disease is the biggest cause of heart attacks in younger men but other causes 
include defective arteries clot disorders and drug  review cardiovascular disease cvd is a class of diseases that involve 
the heart or blood vessels cardiovascular disease includes coronary artery diseases cad such as learn more about the 
american heart associations efforts to reduce death caused by heart disease and stroke also learn about cardiovascular 
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